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This-invention relates to a compartmented merchan 
dise package adapted to contain, display and segregate 
articles of merchandise in a manner to prevent such 
articles from mixing ‘within’ their box-like enclosure when 
not fastened nor attached to any part of the package. , 
One object of the invention is to house such merchan 

dise in a manner to make the separated articles and 
identifying markings visible through a wall of the con 
taining box. _ 7 

Another object is so to combine a tray-like drawer in 
removable relation to an enclosing box that one wall 
of the box coacts with pockets in the tray in a manner 
to cover over such pockets and seal off communication 
therebetween so that articles of merchandise in one such 
pocket are maintained segregated from articles in an 
other pocket. 
A further object is to provide article containing pockets 

in a tray that is formed from a single sheet of ?exible 
‘ transparent material by drawing said sheet into multiple 
dished formations joined by a web of the sheet mate 
rial that is continuous between the pockets. 
A further object is to provide the multiple dished sheet 

of transparent material with an embossed ridge rimming 
each of the pockets and adapted to abut against the inner 
surface of a wall of the container or its cover. 
A further object is to provide such wall of the box 

with a transparent window portion or portions extend 
ing over a su?icient area to cover and register with a 
plurality of the article containing pockets. 
A further object is to provide the package with printed 

-45 through the transparent body of the tray as well as 
matter disposed to be visible from the outside of the box 

through the window portion and preferably in such man 
ner that the printed matter may be removed from the 
package and replaced by different printed matter without 
necessitating any change of marking that is carried by 
the tray or applied to any surface of the box. 

These and other objects of the invention will become 
better apparent from the following description of a suc— 
cessful embodiment of the improvements which has ref 
erence to the accompanying drawings wherein: . 

Fig. l is a perspective view of an improved merchan 
dising package incorporating the invention and partially 
pulled apart. ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a broadside view of the package of Fig. l 
loaded with items of merchandise that are segregated 
within the package and visible from the outside of the 
box. 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary view of a corner portion of the 
package drawn on a larger scale showing certain of the 
walls broken away better to expose interior parts over 
lapped thereby. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary view drawn on a further en 
larged scale taken in section on the plane 4—4 in Fig. 3 
looking in the direction of the arrows. . 

Fig. 5 is an endwise view of the box in preferred actual 
size shown open and with contents removed. 

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are broadside views respectively of 
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the box, the tray, and a sheet of printed matter.ir'iseri‘tible5v 
therebetween. 

In the drawings the box is of conventional tuck-“end. 
cardboard construction having broadside‘ walls 12. and 13 
joined by permanently closed edge walls 14 and having 
a bendable tuck ?ap 15 hinged at each end of the box 
and bridging the space between walls 12 and -13. Flap 
15 is bendable to open position'as shown in Figs. 1, 2, 
and 5, as also are the corner tabs 16. , » . 

The box, preferably of relatively shallow proportion, 
is adapted to receive a drawer 20 which will slide into 
and out of the box as indicated in Fig. 1. The drawer 
2t) approximates in overall area the~area of the broad-' 
side walls 12 and 13 of the box and is su?iciently thin 
to ?t slidably therebetween in sandwiched relation there 
t0. 

Drawer 20 comprises a somewhat shallow tray of thin 
?exible material dished in neighboring locations to form 
a plurality of merchandise container pockets‘ or inter 
connected cups 21 distributed over a su?iciently full area 
of the tray to stiffen the drawer in substantially all dire'cé 
tions ‘against bending‘ as a unit and especially when ‘w‘ith~ 
drawn from the .box interior even though the tray is 
made of quite ?exible material. The articles of mer 
chandise illustrated in Fig. 2 are take-apart wire puzzles 
19. 
The pockets 21 are bounded by side wall 22- that ex 

tends crosswise of the shallow space that separates box 
Walls 12 and 13, which side walls are joined by a con 
tinuous web 23 of the material of which the tray is 
made. Web 23 is spaced from the broadside box walls 
12., 13 and extends parallel therewith. Bent-over ter 
minal ?anges 25 whose width equals the shallow depth 
of the box interior stiffen all edges of drawer 20. 
At the rim of each pocket or cup 21 a reverse bend 

is formed in the material of the tray to therebyform a 
hollow ridge individually rimming each pocket. All of 
these ridges are in coplanar relation and abut the ?at 
inner surface of the front wall 12 of the box, whereby 
the container pockets are isolated one from another to 
segregate their contained articles of merchandise. 
Such inner surface of the box in part comprises one - ' 

or more Window openings spanned by non-brittle thin 
transparent sheet material 27 such as cellophane, poly 
ethylene or other suitable, transparent sheet plastic ce-r 
mented or otherwise suitably secured preferably against 
the inner cardboard surface of the perforate wall 12 
of the box. A single‘ one of the window openings is 
so positioned and of such extent as to register with a 
plurality of the pockets 21. ' 

Inside of the box sandwiched between the bottoms of 
the container pocket 21 and wall‘ 13 of the box there 
is a withdrawable loose sheet 28 carrying printed mark 
ings 29 which in the form here shown accord in posi 
tion, shape and size with the bottoms-of pockets 21 but , 
which may consist of any printed lettering or any in 
signia desired to be visible from the outside of the box 

_ through the windows 27 and through the transparent 
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material of the drawer 20. Thus if the merchandise 
articles to be displayed in the pockets 21 of drawer 20 
are light colored the markings 29 may be dark colored 
and vice versa. Or names or shapes of the particular 
differing articles intended to be stored in each pocket 
can be marked on sheet 29 to guide the restoration of: ‘ 
differing articles 
therefrom. 
Much of the advantage of these improvements is at-_ 

tainable in packages incorporating a box with remov 
able cover as substitute for the top wall 12 of the tuck 
end type of box herein shown and various other modi 
?cations can be made without 
of the invention, 

to the proper pockets after removal 

wherefore the appended claims are in 
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tendedv to cover all fair equivalents for the disclosed parts 
and arrangement as fall within’ the broadest interpreta 
tion of, the wording of the claims, . 
"I'claim: ’ 

, 1. A lcompartmented display package. comprising a 
shallow box havinglbroadside walls separated by 'a space 
for merchandise, a tray dished in separate locations 
thereby to form a plurality of interconnected side by side 
cups having coplanar rims and slidable edgewise into 
and out of said space, said tray substantially ?lling said 
space and being of transparent sheet material in at least 
said dished locations, a transparent window pane form 
ing a portion of one broadside wall of said box of su?i 
cient area to overlie a plurality of said cups in a manner 
to make sliding contact with said coplanar rims thereof, 
and background markings associated with the side by 
side positions of said cups located between said tray and 
the other broadside wall of said box, whereby said cups 
are coyered and their respective contents isolated there 
within by said sliding contact between said pane and said ~ 
cup rims while leaving said background markings visible 
from the exterior of the box through said window pane 
and through said transparent cups. 

2. A compartmented merchandise display package as 
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de?ned in claim 1, in which the said rims of the ‘said 
cups are joined by a web of the said transparent sheet 
material spaced from the said window pane. 

3. A compartmented merchandise display package as 
de?ned in claim 1, in which the said cup rims comprise 
a reverse bend of the said transparent sheet material 
bordering the cup having sliding contact with the said 
transparent window pane. ' 
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